
∞ ice moon
made in bridgton under the first full moon of 2014 (january 15th), when the 
moon was in cancer & the sun in capricorn. this essence as left outside overnight 
on a large, snow-covered slab until the next morning. when i went to collect it, 
the water had frozen into a dome of ice. over the next few hours, as i drove up 
the coast of maine to penobscot, i patiently let the ice melt of its own accord---its 
frozen belly turning back to liquid as the sun rose. this essence is about fluidity, 
going with the flow, & trusting in the unfolding of events which are outside of 
one's control. it is about trusting your own process & that of others. it teaches us 
to allow ourselves to harden when we need to, & also when to let our protective 
shields melt away. it reminds us that each thing has its place & purpose: the bite 
of the ice & the gift of the water, the universal give & take, contraction & 
expansion, the emotional body & the rational mind

∞ löyly
made under the new moon in aquarius on 30.january, 2014 in a small sauna in 
bridgton/me. löyly is the ancient finnish word used to invoke the "steam spirit" or 
the essence of sauna. aquarius is the water bearer, & in sauna, löyly is created 
when a ladle of water is poured over hot rocks to create steam. this is an essence 
for deep cleansing on a emotional & spiritual level. this essence opens us up for 
receiving & renewing our consciousness. it helps to revitalize the self on the 
deepest levels -- like a warm compress for the soul. it is for new beginnings, 
starting over, driving out, & release. it is the feeling you get when you are 
enveloped in the heat & steam of the sauna & once you leave a good sauna... 
"empty & ready to be filled again"

∞ new year / new moon
this essence was made in a rotted-out tree trunk on the trail to carr's pond in 
west greenwich/ri on the first night of 2014, while the new moon was in 
capricorn. this is an essence of new growth; of growing out of old forms, old 
structures, & out of the places & people we once were & are not any longer -- it 
is about leaving them behind us on our paths. it is the seeds for the new growth 
that comes out of death/destruction of our previous life forms. this is a remedy 
for intention-setting, potential, & reminding us that we are the master-creators 
of our lives: that we can create the world we want to live in. it is a powerful 
catalyst for the manifesting of one's deepest dreams & highest hopes. clarity, 
strength, patience, & perseverance. intention & wishing. a fresh start bursting 
forth from the dregs of an old year. where there is inspiration, there are new 



beginnings....

∞ the end of the world (the night the moon moved)
made on the full moon in scorpio in may, 2104 in new orleans, on the levy in the 
upper ninth known as ‘the end of the world’. this essence gets us down to the 
bottom of ourselves & shines with the light of the full moon on that place. it 
reminds us of the importance of spending time alone, in order to cultivate our 
personal power & magic. it is about being your own witness, being the sole 
witness, & having that be okay -- you need no other to validate you or your 
experience for yourself. it gives us strength in our solitude & hushes us. 
especially helpful for those who feel anxiety in their selves/feel a sense of 
loneliness: it washes a sense of calm & comfort over us. "what it felt like to sit 
there with the mississippi calling & the beautiful magical pulsing heartbreak of 
new orleans all around" (thank you, nicole em)

∞ storm//shelter
this essence was made during a huge rain storm turned flood in pensacola/fl in 
april, 2014. it traveled with us from there back to new orleans the next day, 
where i bound it in a house a few blocks from the levvy. during the storm, there 
were 5000 strikes of lightening & an accumulated two feet of rain. the essence 
began under an overpass in the middle of pensacola, & came with us as we 
outran the storm growing ever more terrential by the minute. i sheltered it as we 
ran through the parking lot of the motel while the rain flooded the asphalt, & i 
sheltered it as we moved to an upstairs room because the swimming pool began 
to overflow & creep under our door. the sky was so bright that night & the wind 
was whipping the rain, power lines, & trees. like the storm itself, this is a highly 
charged remedy with an electric quality: like a zap of lightening. it is mobile. it 
teaches us about resources & using what you have at your disposal; using what 
you have when you have nothing else & are in a foreign place & the sky is falling 
down all around you. it is also protective & allows us to feel safe/sheltered when 
surrounded by opposition, the unfamiliar, or the unknown. gives us a sense of 
calm even when we are in the throws of the storm

∞ the venn diagram
made under a full moon in taurus on 17.november, 2013 at the feet of the white 
mountains in bridgton/me, this essence is a clearing from fog to blue skies: it 
helps us to transform our mental state & encourages a sense of hope/optimism 
when we otherwise feel bogged down. it allows us to feel courageous, 



vulnerable, humble, & gracious. instills a reverence for ourselves & for the 
one(s) we love. grounding, peaceful, sensual, generative, & overflowing. it is 
love & tenderness put into action. brings us back down to earth when our heads 
have been too far up in the clouds -- very specific for those who often do not feel 
"in" their bodies. also, this essence is great as an aphrodisiac


